
To find a solution that meets your guests’ growing WiFi needs,  

contact a Shaw Business Specialist at 1-877-208-7307.
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Hotel guests have spoken: WiFi trumps both free parking and complimentary breakfast when it comes to choosing 

a hotel for leisure and business travel.1 For today’s guest, WiFi has become a standard amenity2 and they’re not just 

using it for email. Whether it’s used to access work files or download a movie, fast Internet is a must. Mobile devices 

are a huge part of everyday life and hotels need to make sure they have the proper technology in place for guests to 

access all their apps and programs.1

1 Global Travelers Want to Stay Connected And Comfy; Hotels.com 2 Hotel WiFi: The Biggest Challenges; HotelExecutive.com 3 J.D. Power and Associates’ 2010 North America Hotel Guest 
Satisfaction Survey 4 Hospitality Findings Report ©2011 iPass inc. 5 Hotel WiFi: Balancing Budget & Bandwidth; HotelExecutive.com 6 Is Your Property WiFi Coping?; HotelExecutive.com 
7 Top Hotel Trends in 2012; HotelExecutive.com 8 Delivering High Impact Operational Efficiencies through Mobile Applications; HotelExecutive.com

For Business

Internet is a hugely important factor for business

travellers when choosing a hotel. They demand an

office-away-from-office experience, complete with

fast and reliable WiFi. The facts are clear: a poor Internet 

experience dramatically lowers the chances that a 

guest will visit a hotel again. 

Is your guest WiFi up to speed?

A strong WiFi signal and consistently fast Internet 

speeds are more important now than ever. That’s 

because today’s travellers demand the same 

technology experience they have at home or in the 

office, which often includes download speeds of at 

least 10 Mbps. Unfortunately, with so many guests 

competing for the same Internet pipe, many hotels are 

suffering from a lack of available bandwidth. As a result, 

guests are turning to websites such as Trip Advisor 

to complain about their poor Internet experience.7 

Providing a separate Internet connection in each room is 

an effective way to solve this problem. With private guest 

WiFi access, speeds won’t slow down from heavy usage. 

For Pleasure

Fast and reliable online access is a necessity for 

today’s travellers, with over a third still looking to 

stay connected online while on vacation.1 Guests are 

streaming HD video on tablets, gaming on laptops and 

planning daily activities on smartphones. Their reliance 

on Internet means ultra-fast and reliable WiFi is an 

absolute deal-breaker.

WiFi as a management tool

In addition to meeting your guests’ needs, fast and 

reliable WiFi can also improve the way your hotel 

is run. Emerging wireless technology solutions can 

strengthen communication between staff and boost 

operational efficiencies, leading to higher guest 

satisfaction. By enhancing WiFi access points and 

providing wireless devices to associates, hotels can 

streamline the check-in process, decrease the time 

it takes to respond to customer requests and reduce 

staffing requirements.8 As well, providing a separate 

WiFi solution for guests prevents corporate Internet 

slowdowns and reduces the risk of security breaches.36% 33%

56% 34%

are influenced by a poor WiFi 
experience when rebooking.4

say they need to stay 
connected on vacation.1

say free WiFi is their number one 
must-have when travelling.1

say free WiFi is the number one 
factor in choosing a hotel.1

In fact, 
free coffee 
and WiFi 
top the list
of essential hotel 
amenities.1

WiFi
TOP 5 AMENITIES

is 
among 
the 

guests take note of.3

Guest WiFi:
The new standard amenity

WiFi vs. Good WiFi

WiFi-enabled devices are changing the in-room hotel experience. Guests are checking in, ready to connect their 

tablets and smartphones. Not only do they expect WiFi, they also expect constant connectivity with similar speeds 

to those they enjoy at home or in the office. WiFi that underperforms can actually have a detrimental effect, 

causing dissatisfaction and frustration among business and leisure travellers.6

80% will not book again 
if they have a poor 
technology experience.5

consider the Internet 
connection when 
booking a hotel.495%

Guests are now checking in with more and more WiFi-enabled, bandwidth-heavy devices.

• Email • Internet browsing • Social media • Video chatting • Online gaming 

• Streaming HD movies • Cloud computing • Voice-over-IP • Photo sharing
• Email • Internet browsing 

Most laptops Some
smartphones

Laptops Smartphones eReaders

Past Present

Handheld 
game consoles

Tablets
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To find a solution that meets your guests’ growing WiFi needs,  

contact a Shaw Business Specialist at 1-877-208-7307.
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